Hosted Voice
THAT’S SIMPLE TO USE

Reasons to choose

It just works...

ENTANET’S HOSTED VOICE
For you as a channel partner...

Entanet’s Hosted Voice service (still often
referred to as hosted VoIP) allows you
to use an Internet connection to make or
receive telephone calls. Our service suits
businesses that want to control their costs,
easily manage their infrastructure and have
the confidence in a system that just works.

Easy to sell. Hosted Voice is the

ideal platform on which to build a
profitable hosted voice business. From
an affordable cost base, you can benefit
from great margin opportunities that
exist with a product that practically sells
itself.

Managed from an intuitive and incredibly
easy to use web portal, you don’t need to
be technically minded to make our IP Voice
services work for your business - nor do you
need costly training. The portal is also mobile
friendly to enable management of users or lines
from any location and using any current device,
leaving you free to spend time on the activities
that make the greatest difference to your
business.
We also understand that network performance
is crucial to ensure call quality; and ours has
a long pedigree. Our broadband network - over
which voice traffic is always prioritised - is
monitored and maintained 24/7 by our own
Network Operations Centre to provide a reliable
service that you can count on. Plus, as part
of our commitment to affordability without
surprises, we won’t charge you any setup fees
- you’ll pay only for what you use. All of this
makes our Hosted Voice the right choice for any
business of any size.

Stand out from the crowd. Our
service has been handcrafted by our
in-house software development team
on open source code foundations from
FreeSWITCH and OpenSIPS, providing
crucial differentiation in a Broadsoftdominated market.

have complete control over their phone
system through a mobile friendly web
portal that’s incredibly easy to use. Being
web-based means any changes made take
effect within seconds.

And there’s more to come... We’ll

also add new features on a continuous
basis so you won’t experience any delays
caused by the carrier’s roadmap.

For your business customers...

Looking for SIP?
Our Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) service is the
perfect solution for those who
just need call termination,
and is equally easy to order.
Find out more:
0330 100 3550
www.enta.net/SIP
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Easy to set up, easy to use. Users

Ultimate flexibility. We don’t set limits

Affordable call rates. Calls over IP are

No hidden costs. Your customers will
pay only for the number of seats used
and calls made ensuring real control over
their monthly spend.

Work from wherever you want. Your
customers can log in to IP Voice from any
location, giving them the freedom to work
from home, pop-up premises or even the
beach if they prefer.

Business continuity built in. Being
hosted in the cloud means if the business
premises are affected by a disaster, the
business can continue to function as
normal from any other location of their
choosing.

No tie-ins. We believe in being flexible
so our Hosted Voice service is available
with 30-day contracts. We have a handset
recommendation for a “it just works”
experience, but the choice is entirely your
customers’.

on the number of seats per installation,
meaning that the telephony estate can
grow or shrink in line with business
demands.

cheaper than standard telephony, reducing
their outlay from the outset.

Transforming the UK’s digital landscape with

More information

For more information about how you can grow your business and shape the
future of the UK’s connectivity by partnering with Entanet visit www.enta.net.

Ready to talk?

Call us on 0330 100 0330 or email sales@enta.net to request a callback.

Need more convincing?

See what our existing partners have to say at www.enta.net/casestudies.
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